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EDITORIAL NOTE

To satisfy the desire of tourists on flying trips to

Japan to learn something of the art, culture and customs

of the country, the Board of Tourist Industry in 1934

began publishing the Tourist Library Series, designed to

comprise a set of over a hundred brochures, eacli dealing

with a different phase of Japanese life and culture.

After the completion of forty volumes, the Board

in 1934 transferred all publishing rights to the Japan

Travel Bureau, which is endeavoring to carry on with

same high purpose of its predecessor.

The volumes of the first series now being out of

print and the demand for more copies increasing daily

in insistence, we have begun a new series, revising

and reprinting some of the old volumes, and issuing

others on entirely new and equally interesting subjects.

Each volume is the work of a recognized authority on

the subject, and is profusely illustrated with excellent

photographs and illustrations.

It is hoped that by perusing these brief but com-

prehensive studies of the various phases of Japanese life

the reader will gain some insight into the unique culture

that has developed in this country throughout the ages.

Japan Travel Bureau





PREFACE

Japan's natural beauty is her proud heritage. The

Japanese know therefore how to enjoy land and water,

and they are used to a keen and sensitive observation of

nature. It is the hands of such people that have evolved

Japanese art as it is today. Hence, their art is elegant

and refined, and it is these characteristics which are the

most conspicuous in the Japanese garden.

When we look over history, we see that the Japa-

nese civilization was affected by the advanced civilization

introduced from China nearly two thousand years ago.

In Japan it made rapid progress, and it was soon skilful-

ly naturalized by the artistic temperament of the people.

It certainly surprises us to see the Ho-o-do of the Byodo-

in temple at Uji, so elaborately remodelled on Chinese

architecture, and yet so wonderfully Japanese that no

one could be sure of its origin. Since then, and for

about one thousand years, much has been changed, till

finally we have evolved the present Japanese garden.

In every detail of its structure, we may easily recognize

that all is taught by nature, that is, all the technique

in Japanese landscape gardening is learned from nature

herself.

Later, through the eras of Meiji and Taisho, Japan

eagerly imported both the European and American civi-

lizations, in which we find architecture and landscape

gardening. Occasionally, geometrical or formal gardens

were built, but they never met with the general apprecia-



lion of the people. In fact the Japanese have never lost

the spirit of loving nature which they have cherished

for more than two thousand years, and in consequence

they never neglect to adopt the constituting elements

of natural beauty in their gardens, whether they are the

grand promenading gardens, castle gardens or even the

tiny gardens.

It is noteworthy that the Japanese garden seems to

make even greater and better development under similar

coercion from abroad. The English garden is usually

characterized by lawns and flowerbeds. However, it

should not be disregarded here that the naturalness in

the Japanese garden is not a mere copy of nature as

she is, but it is the essence of nature herself, »

speak The Japanese landscape gardener composes his

picture, exaggerating the impression he obtains from

nature, in accordance with his ideal, ju8l as a painter

transfers an extensive \ icw to his canvas, containing

similarly a poetic 01 philosophic idea..

Seeing as I do both the European and American

architecture chancing in recent times, I believe that the

land i ing in these countries would i\i^ well

to imitate the principle ot the J.ip. den, and not

to remain content with mere curiosity in it.

In o "i I have to acknowledge, with sir

thanlc . my mdehtednes: to M and Mi

Thomaa irho helped me to complete this work

M . ...
: aery, 1936
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No effort to create an impossible or purely ideal land-

scape is made in the Japanese garden. Its artistic purpose

is to copy faithfully the attractions of a veritable landscape,

and to convey the real impression that a real landscape

communicates. It is therefore at once a picture and a poem
;

perhaps even more a poem than a picture. For as nature's

scenery, in its varying aspects affects us with sensations of

joy or of solemnity, of grimness or of sweetness, of force

or of peace, so must the true reflection of it in the labor of

the landscape gardener create not merely an impression of

brmtv. bill a mood in the soul.

—from " Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan"

by Lafcadio Hearn—



1. AN OUTLINE OF THE HISTORY
OF JAPANESE GARDENS

The origin of Japanese gardens may be traced to

thj era of the Empress Suiko (592-628 A.D.), when,

according to a document remaining today, there already

existed well-designed gardens with artificial hills and

ornamental ponds. It is well known that Soga-no-

Umako, a high functionary of that period, was the pos-

sessor of a beautiful garden.

What therefore was the nature of Japanese gardens

in those early days? It is hoped that the following

will make this clear. The art of garden-making was

imported from Korea, as were many other arts and

crafts, and it is not difficult to imagine that both the

designers and their assistants were Koreans naturalized

in Japan.

In the Nara period (646-794 A.D.), direct inter-

course with the continent of China was opened, and

Chinese influence began to make itself felt in various

phases of Japanese life. The progress of garden-making

kept pace with the advance of architecture, and fine

landscape gardens came to adorn the palaces and vil-

las of the Emperor, the princes of the blood, and

wealthy nobles. In these gardens, not only rocks,

water, trees, and plants, but even birds, animals and

fishes formed part of the material that contributed to

their composition. Moreover, in these gardens various
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feasts were given to add the enjoyment of the open air

to the pleasures of the table. None of these old-time

gardens is to be seen now, but they are occasionally

referred to in contemporary poetry of Japanese and

Chinese styles.

In the succeeding period of Heian (794 -1186"),

however, the style of architecture imported from Korea

and China was gradually adapted to suit the Japanese

mode of living and taste. In house architecture, the

so-called Shinden-zukuri was completed, and in con-

sequence gardens more in line with the traditional

taste of the Japanese came into vogue, Shinden-zukuri

is a style combining Chinese and Japanese features

—

in the plan it retained the Chinese style prevalent in

the Nara period, hut in the elevation it was purely

Japanese, graced with elements of elegance and light-

ness. A similar tendency was to be found in the

i of gardens.

The typical garden for the Shinden style architec-

ture has, on the BOUtfa of the building, an *>\k>\\ Sjvacc.

to the south of which ;i narrow pond is made tO ex-

tend from east to \vt st. The pond has an inland, and

on the south of the pond a lull is raised. \\'at«

introduced from I th «>i the building rite in the

form c»l a yarimiz* earn, which (Iowa bet1

or I ll plan is to «ii\ idc the

: into mall - one led into the leva]

the building t<> lead the pond

other glidr « hom the hill as I. ill St

proper)) em i the hill, <>n the hanks <>i the pond,

hi the w.itn I he arrangement ol trace and pi



in appropriate positions completes the make-up of the

garden.

These gardens were by no means of one set de-

sign ; they varied according to the ideas of the designers.

Gardens were sometimes of forest or wood pattern,

without either pond or stream. The general tendency,

however, was the reproduction in a garden of fair

scenery representing field and coast. As it was an

age of superstition, and appearance stood especially

high in popular regard, rigid restrictions were ob-

served in the shape and size of stones, their aspect,

and the direction of the stream. To give an example,

a stream was not considered good unless it flowed

from east to west, or from north to south. According

to Chinese mythology the four quarters are ruled by

four deities—east by Seiryu, west by Byakko, north by

Gembu, and south by Shujaku ; and it was believed

that east was the source of purity, and west the outlet

of all impurities. Hence the direction of the stream.

The philosophy of the positive and the negative* had

also its influence in fixing the details of garden design.

Such superstition was natural to the unenlightened

minds of those old days, and consequently there was

nothing surprising about it. What is surprising, how-

ever, is the fact that the tradition based on primitive

superstition should have had its sway in landscape gar-

dening until recent times.

In the Heian period many gardens were laid out

* Principles in nature, according to the Chinese philosophers,

were inculcated in garden architecture.
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to adorn homes, villas, shrines, and temples. It appears

that these gardens were substantially o! the same type.

This -statement is borne out by some old garden sites,

where outlines of the type are still traceable, and by

contemporary pictures which have come down to us.

This style of landscape gardening widely prevailed

down to the middle of the Kamakura period (1186-

1392), but a change was introduced when Buddhist

ot the Zen sect came to design their own gardens.

This change resulted from three factors—(1) the in-

troduction of a new style of architecture, (2) the appeal

<>t Zen philosophy, and (3) the stimulus ot the Land-

scape painting of the Sung and Yuan dynasties*, con-

temporary with the period under review. These paint-

ings were much appreciated by the Zen priests and

members ot the aristocracy As might he expected,

gardens designed with th( in full play were

not mi decorative as those ot the Ileian period - they

more reposeful, more substantial. The prominent

features were stones, water and evergreens, with little

change throughout the tour seasons. Specimens oi

Kamakura gardens still to be seen ai oi the

Zuisenji Temple at Kamakura, and oi the Erinji Temple,

ef< i-ture. Tradition says thai

the work «»t the same designer, MusS Kokushi

ski, .( I.minus Zen pi iet I oi noble

origin; 1275 L351). In the laying out of these gardens

nei made ikilfuJ use o( ih«' natural

<>i the tits A lull and ita base ax* harmonic



combined to produce a pleasing effect.

This school of landscape gardening achieved fur-

ther development in the Muromachi period, (1392-1568)

and the zenith seems to have been reached in the so-

called Higashiyama period (about 1480-1490). A typical

specimen is the garden attached to the Jishoji or Gin-

kakuji (Silver Pavilion) at Higashiyama, Kyoto, in which

the original features are preserved in their entirety. In

this a pond is dug at the foot of the mountain, and

the linking of the elevation with the ground below

forms an extensive garden. In 1933 the writer under-

took the excavation of the buried portion of the garden

on the hill, and discovered a group of stones which

formed the place where the tea-garden was. He could

also trace the old paths leading uphill and the sites

of buildings that once existed. These discoveries have

testified to the extensive scale on which the garden in

its original form was designed and carried out. The

construction of the pond was also minutely inquired

into, and the writer was surprised at the excellence of

the technique used. There is still to be found quite a

number of gardens belonging to this school of land-

scape gardening in the same period, such as gardens

of the Tenryuji Temple, Rokuonji or Kinkakuji (Golden

Pavilion), and the Toji-in Temple all of Kyoto.

Among the gardens of this type some are sugges-

tive of landscape paintings in black monochrome, im-

ported from China in those days, and they may be called

"gardens drawn with stones." For a specimen the

reader is referred to the garden of the Daisen-in within

the precincts o! the Daitokuji Temple, Kyoto. In the
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pond there is no water, and the garden mignt be des-

cribed as a three-dimensioned monochrome landscape

drawn with rocks. Such a tendency can be partly

noticed in every one of the gardens of this kind.

Another type of Muromachi garden that is worthy

of note is Hira-niwa or the flat garden. In this there

is neither hill nor pond ; only stones and trees are so

arranged on a flat piece of ground to produce the de-

sired effect. Symbolism often comes into play, so that

in an extreme case the garden is intended to symbolize

a sacred enclosure, the whole space being covered

with white sand. But in ordinary gardens of this type

stones and trees are used. The celebrated garden of

the Ryoanji Temple is oblong in shape and contains

fifteen well-selected stones grouped in five sets of two.

three or five, so as to make up an artistic composition.

No other decorative elements are present except white

sand, winch covers the entire space. The whole ii

Simple, \it singularly effective in suggesting an im-

lve phase of nature. No doubt the idea was bor-

rowed Prom die art of btmseki, <>i "tray landscape,"
winch was popular at that time among the Dob

Then i of design, and it is indeed a refined

art. The tray landscape is meant for parlor decoration.

h rej inerj . repi <><lu<v<l in

miniature on a tray, usually I black, with tiny

r| .mkI, whit "i - oloi ed Ho I > i
«

. i U the

monotonj <' sn n all

(ten light I w ith a bamboo

i .illcl In :-< p.ltt.

ppeal <»'



the ensemble.

Flat gardens seem to have been constructed usual-

ly in a space adjoining a building ; they are to be

found today in many of the temples in Kyoto. As the

area is quite limited in this class of garden, the natu-

ral features outside the garden, such as a hill, a wood

or a stream, are often used to serve as an advantage-

ous background. Sometimes the decorative elements

within the garden are so designed as to combine with

the outside scenic features, some of which are arranged

to convey the impression of distance, with significant

continuity to weave a fine piece like tapestry. This

trick, technically called shakkei, or " borrowed scenery,"

was frequently resorted to by garden designers.

Thus in the Muromachi period (1392-1568), both

the hill and flat gardens progressed, and there came, in

the succeeding Momoyama period (1568-1603), another

change in the popular taste for garden-making. In that

period the heroic spirit of the age found its expression

in the grand scale of architecture. Castles were built

in rapid succession. These were decorated with carv-

ings and other striking features, simulating in richness

of form and color the luxurious architecture of the

Buddhist temple. How splendid were Azuchi Castle

built by Nobunaga, and the two castles of Osaka and

Fushimi and Juraku Palace built by Hideyoshi, may
be gathered from the fragments forming part of

certain temples in Kyoto. This change of fashion in

architecture naturally had its influence on gardens, the

nature of which was modified to meet the new require-

ments in taste. The general tone of landscape garden-
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ing was transformed at a bound from that of repose,

highly savoring of Zen Buddhism, to that of color and

vigor. The result was that huge stones and plants, with

bold outlines such as sotetsu or the cycad were pre-

ferred as decorative features. A typical garden of this

iption is that attached to Fushimi Castle within

the precincts of the Nishi-Honganji Temple, which,

together with the edifice, was transferred from Fushimi.

Interwoven with this extravagant life of the age

there was the cult of elegant simplicity forming a strik-

ing contrast to it. This was the tea ceremony professed

by masters who had their votaries among the samurai

class. Attached to the tea-house, where these cer-

emonies were held, there was a garden conspicuous for

its austere simplicity coupled with elegance. This com-

bination was designated by the term wabi* These tea-

gardens are intimately connected with the practice of

the tea ceremony. They are practical in purpose, but

this practicality took the form of an embodiment <»t

wabi, by which tea-masters set great Store. They had

* In U .-ik'C <>| i (.l(ii and grandeur, Kikyn the | ( lo-

cated the eetheticiern " vrabV <<>r which than if no BngHefa word

niag completely. It may be paraphrased .is .1

for chaate implichy and refined frugality conducive t" 1 contempla-

.Hue ol mind. 1

le .1 .aim and lrain|inl at in< .sphere Iter fi.»m dittractiofl hi

the tea eereeaony room, ;«s well at ii

t)| beauty hidden under t!

a n 1 w.ll iho be able to t]

iniiplii '
: tradun iih

nt in phol

18*



a refined air, a certain repose, and an air of Zen Bud-

dhism. In imitating nature, realism was aimed at, but

defective features of nature were eliminated, and fair

features alone were selected and woven into a canvas

according to the designer's ideal of beauty. The pro-

duction so realized was a miniature landscape, the

counterpart of which was likely to be found in actual

nature—though on a larger scale. The representative

designer of tea-gardens was Sen-no-Rikyu. In response

to the requirements of the tea ceremony, the stone lan-

tern, the water-basin, stepping-stones and steps came in

due course to be the leading features in garden-making.

It is interesting to note that these originally practical

features in the tea-gardens gradually found their way

into ordinary gardens as ornaments.

After the death of Hideyoshi, the Tokugawa came

into power, and the founder of the family, Ieyasu, was

appointed Shogun in the 8th year of Keicho (1603).

This ushered in the Edo period. For about half a cen-

tury after its inauguration, the styles of gardening of

the preceding Momoyama period were followed but with

further development in details. One feature of garden

design specially worthy of mention in those fifty yeawrs

is the birth of the " stroll garden," which was the result

of an increased area in the gardens adorning mansions

of daimyos, and the closer connection into which the

garden and tea ceremony were brought. Walk gardens

found favor in view of the necessity of co-ordinating in

an extensive garden the various edifices used for pur-

poses pf the tea ceremony. In stringing miniature scenic

gems with garden paths leading • to ceremonial tea-
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houses, variety was sought for pleasure and contempla-

tion, and at the same time efforts were made to evolve

in the entire garden an artistic production, characterized

by unity and harmony. In the making of paths the

selection and arrangement of stepping-stones and tatami-

ishi or " stone pavement," artistic effect suited to the

location was always kept in view, and ponds, hills,

streams, and waterfalls—all had to be so disposed as

to present an equally appealing effect from whatever

point they might be viewed. This condition was re-

quired as the decorative features were not to be looked

at from a fixed point in the structure, but from various

angles as guests walked about in the garden while

being entertained at the ceremony.

The Edo period (1603-1867), with its prolonged

reign of peace, fostered the growth of literature and

the fine arts, and a considerable change was brought

about in popular taste. Roads were improved and

facilities and security of travel were greatly increased.

Travel in search of the picturesque in nature influenced

the technique oi landscape gardening, to which the

imitation of some fair spots in nature was lively in-

troduced. Popularity of literature also affected designers

oi gardens, and they began to produce gardens which

.i pleasing Individuality with the glamoui <>i

life !. lations. Small gardens to be enjoyed From

the interior oi h< a Ften modelled <>n tea-

and love oi the ceremony and if ame
io win favoi among the people in eneral. Until the

th«S< r.udci)' »»1 I he :

ii pogfulai fa



II. DIFFERENT TYPES OF GARDENS

HILL GARDENS

The hill garden features a hill, with which are

usually combined a pond and a stream—hence the

name Tsukiyama-sansui, or hills and water.

The illustration given here is from a manual for

garden makers published at Edo in 11th year of Bunsei

(1828). The intended angle of vision is from the

parlor. To the south of the building is a pond with

graceful shore lines. The pond contains an island, and

on the southern shore hills of varying height are ar-

ranged. A path winds all about the garden so as to

present the garden's features to advantage.

This is only an example, but it provides a good

idea of the hill garden. It is a normal type, with a

pair of large stones standing at the left and a water-

fall leaping between them. This combination is intend-

ed to form the center of the garden. Below, and at

the left adjoining the building, is placed a water-basin,

designed to respond to the broader view in front. To
facilitate understanding, I have made a plan based on

the illustration, as a comparison will afford a better

grip of what has been stated. It is quite plain that the

garden is designed to present in one view a complete,

picturesque view to spectator in the parlor. For the

partial paving of the path, stepping-stones, oblong and

otherwise, are used. The oblong one is called tanzaku-

ishi, or " poem-card stone," from its resemblance to

—21



a card on which a Japanese poem (uta or haiku)* is

usually written. The shore of the pond is protected

by stones and piles, and important points are marked

by stones and trees. Generally speaking, the main view,

which is usually shifted a little either to the right or

the left, is pushed to the rear, and the side view at the

right and left is brought slightly to the foreground.

The triangle formed by connecting the three points re-

presented by the three views makes up the entire can-

vas. The triangularity of canvas is also the bask

principle of the flat garden, but in the hill garden, on

account of its possessing three dimensions, the design

is naturally more complicated, and therefore requires

more decorative features.

In explaining the illustration, a iew words are

necessary as to the midpond island. The island is de-

corated with a stone called raihai-seki, or " worshipping-

stone," a y"kimi-cl<>r<>, or " snow-viewing lantern," and

a pine tree, so as to function as an important feature

in the design of the garden. It constitutes the medium

ground connecting the neighborhood oi the building

with the hills, and is most effective in producing an

illusion of enhanced distance by making the pond and

the hills moie complicated. In a way the island m.iv

be looktd lipOfl as the center ol the i;ai<len \ iew . whose

• iv no doubt ably enhanced 1>\ its presence.

The construction of hills naturally require! •• fairly

tioable fbi small

i plantn i in theii

SO 88 to m.iint.un . Mihst.inti.il <<pi.iln

• Jaj-aiiCMr pOtmtj ut h.uli, 1/ ylUble».
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PLAN OF " SIN " (ELABORATE) STYLE OF HILL GARDEN

1 Verandah.

2 " Takizoe-no-ishi," stones on both sides of the waterfall.

3 " Raihai-seki" or " Worshipping Stone," placed in a central

position for worshipping Gods.

4 "Shdzo-seki" or "Perfect View Stone," responding to the

views in the landscape.

5 " Garan-seki " or " Pedestal Stone," at the parting of step-

ping-stones, originally the foundation stone of the temple.

6 " Shydshin-boku," principal tree to be planted as the focus to

the view.

7 " Keiyo-boku" or
li View Perfecting Tree," in a different

form from (6).

8 " Chozu-bachi" or water-basin.

9 " Kutsunugi-ishi" or stone where shoes are taken off.
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appearance in all seasons. This purpose is attained by

making evergreens the keynote interspersed with flower-

ing trees and maple trees famous for the autumnal tints

of great beauty. This combination eliminates the

dreariness produced by bare branches in winter. The

background is usually supplied by evergreens

—

kaski, shii,

stigi, hhwki, saivara, etc.—which line the inside of the

fencing round the garden. This further sustains the

view of the garden during the leafless season.

From olden times the pine has been regarded as

the green of garden trees, and their shaping and trim-

ming for artistic effect have been elaborately studied

with marked success. For garden planting, pines fash-

ioned into fine shapes as picturesque as those o\ bonsai.

or " pot-plants,'' are preferred by garden design

FLAT GARDENS

Ilira-niwa, or flat gardens, are those laid out on

a flat area without hills or ponds. In a flat garden,

the level is Supposed to Ik- the ^urla.

StOm lantern and wells

form the decorative element! It that the

if features of the sea. the h pond afe

taken si the model. Garden d in the ;

pen. lined that the hill garden represents the

: i>\ the mountain <>i Ihs i i alley.

• garden ma> l>< looked upon ss Islandi oi



An example of the flat garden. Shuon-an, Tanabe, Kyoto (See p. 54 )

An example of the hill garden, Chishakuin, Kyoto (See p 46)
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Horaijima at Kinkakuji, Kyoto

Horaijima at Kenchoji, Kamaki
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GARDEN BRIDGES

a) At K5rakuen, Tokyo

b)

c) At Kodaiji. Kyoto

d) At Nanshuji, Sakai

w



Engetsulyo. the arched

bridge at Korakuen,

Tokyo

a. side view

b. end view



A waterfall at Korakuen Garden, Tokyo

A pair of stones standing upright symbolizes a waterfall in a hai gaiuen



A fountain surrounded by stones at the Silver Pavilion, Kyoto
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landscape gardening manual already referred to. (A)

shows a typical flat garden, seen in all its austerity

without stepping-stones guiding the path
;
(B) is a little

less austere with its stepping-stones dotting the path.

As a study of these two models makes clear, the

garden view from the parlor, as in the hill garden, is

compassed within the triangle formed by lines con-

necting three points—the apex representing the front

and the base the right and left sides. In (A) a pro-

minent stone group in front marks the center of the

garden, taking the place of the hills and the waterfall.

The medium ground is filled by the well and a flat

stone in the middle. These take the place of the

midpond island and the shore. In the foreground the

whole scene is bracketed by the water-basin at the right

and the stone group at the left. Thus it will be seen

that the composition is after the same method as that

of the hill garden.

As the name implies, a flat garden must have no

ups and downs. The monotony is relieved by stones

and trees, and further complexity is effected by a well,

a water-basin, and some stepping-stones. However,

any confusion caused by an infelicitous arrangement of

materials must be avoided. There must be unity free

from superfluity and elegance born of judicious selection.

These are the essentials, and they are capable of various

modifications.

Flat gardens in Buddhist temples, as they have

been described in the historical introduction, are often

symbolic, but modern gardens are mostly in the style

of the tea-garden, with stone lanterns and water-basins
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for ornamentation, if not for practical use. This is an

instance of use gradually passing into decoration.

TEA-GARDENS

Tea-gardens are gardens attached to tea-houses, and

in their design, as in that of others, the reproduction

of a beautiful example of nature is aimed at. How-

ever, as in the tea ceremony, guests are required to

observe certain fixed rules while they make their way

from the gate into the house, the garden being so

designed as to adapt itself to the requirements. The

question of utility therefore plays an important part.

In the Momoyama period, when Sen-no-Kikyu, the

celebrated master of the tea ceremony, was flourishing

under the patronage of the Taiko, the modus Operandi

was simple. Hut later—during the early and middle

odfl ot the Toktlgawa regime —the ceremony became

elaborate, and the tea-garden came to be divided into

tWO BeCtkmf called soto-roji and uc/u-roji, or outer

garden and inner garden respectively.

The outermo on ia the soUhroji, which has

;i waiting-plaee called Mitt'fu-tii , I small edifice where

the
|

entering the gate until the muter
A )>ni(ht-ai, has a coin. with a watei-

vraahing the hands and a stone lantern t<"

illumination A path paved
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inner garden contains the tea-house, a rest-place called

koshikake, and a convenience ; so that in its design

practical requirements have to be considered. What is

considered the most important is the water-basin, at

which each of the guests stoops and rinses his mouth

before entering the tea-house.

At the ?iijiriguchi, an entrance into the tea-house,

so low that the guest has to stoop and creep in, a

stone is placed to facilitate entering. The stone is

slightly higher than the level of the stepping-stones.

According to the time-honored custom, though its

practical use has now passed away, a two-step stone is

laid near the entrance for depositing the swords carried

by the guest. The entire path is paved with stone or

studded with stepping-stones.

To help in maintaining the cleanliness of the tea-

garden, a chiri-ana, or "dust hole," is dug near the

tea-house. It may either be circular or square in shape,

but efforts are used to make it harmonize, both in size

and form, with the surroundings so as to give it orna-

mental value. For the lighting of the path, the water-

basin, and the rest-place, stone lanterns are set in

suitable places, and in these also, the two elements of

use and ornament are happily combined. Scrupulous

care is exercised in the selection of water-basins and

stone lanterns for the tea-garden. Those possessing

elegance and beauty are alone chosen, as in the case

of other accessories of the tea ceremony, with the result

that considerable high prices are often willingly paid

for them.

The rest-place is used by the guests when the party
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breaks up temporarily to reassemble for the kaiscki or

ceremonial meal. The breaking-up is called ?iahadachi.

As the tea ceremony party consists of five guests., the

rest-place is built so as to accommodate five at least.

The tea-garden has thus been evolved from re-

quirements to serve practical purposes, but the obedience

to the principle of xvabi, or elegant simplicity, sponta-

neity entirely free from affectation is considered the

soul of the tea-garden. Harmony in effect is also pre-

ferred in the trees planted. Either evergreen or de-

ciduous trees may be used, but these must not be im-

posing—those of a subdued tone are most desired. For

esthetic effect the outer garden is best contrasted with

the inner garden in character. When the outer garden is

made so as to be fully exposed for instance to the light oi

the sun, the inner garden is somewhat darkened by

shadowy trees J (bl when deciduous trees prepondi

in the outer garden, the inner garden is planted chiefly

with evergreens. Such variety is calculated to make a

mon effective appeal t<> the cultivated taste

Qlfil tilt'M }U



III. THEIR' DIVISIONS AND
FEATURES

WATER

The ike, or pond, is meant to represent sea, lake,

pond or river in nature. Ponds are mostly irregular

in shape—those of geometrical design do not please the

Japanese taste. The natural shapes observed in most

ponds of Japanese gardens celebrated for their beauty

bear witness to this. The bank is usually protected by

stone-work piling, regular and irregular, and the bottom

is made impermeable, usually by a coating of clay. It

is probable that this method of bottom construction had

been in general use for ten centuries before it was

superseded by the concrete method in the Meiji era.

In most cases the water of the pond is fed by either a

waterfall or a stream, and if the garden happens to be

near a large tidal river, water is conducted into the

pond direct from the river. This has the technical

advantage of affording variety to the garden view.

The water level of the pond changes with the ebb and

flow of the tide, which hides and reveals in turn the

stones in the pond. Many examples of such garden

ponds are to be seen today in Tokyo.

2. Yarimizu

The yarimizu is a small stream, with a considerable
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incline to facilitate the movement of water. In this also

nature is studiously imitated. Natural stones border

the banks, and the monotony of the running water is

b oken by fanciful stones standing in midstream. These

stones are best to simulate a stream coursing down a

valley. Streams are at times made as swift as a moun-

tain torrent, and at others as slow as a river meander-

ing across a plain, according to the fancy of the designer.

Sbme streams are designed to flow into a pond ; others

are designed differently.

3. Waterfalls

Waterfalls are another attempt to imitate nature —

the model being that which may be met with in the

the mountain. Their shapes have given rise

to many—often fanciful— names. One suggests a pieOS

of while cloth hung down and is called nttno-ochi

;

;iih teen of thread, is called ito-

ochi; one falling to right and left, siiyu-ochi ; one fall-

ing c ycHuhocki : one felling in two <>r three

stages . and so on.

The 'Ice livitv down which the water tails is usually

d stones presenting a dignified

i thru ensemble. Tins stone group is

< ailed la thi. To make the view mors spp

• i.le<l

clump ol treen planted in front wli

I lit •< in (
• . ;ne n clinic ill\ called
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a mountain, so that an effort to produce such an effect

is made by a dense planting of evergreens about the

p?ace, with a mixture of maple and other trees noted

for their bright tints of leafage in autumn. In a flat

garden there is no cascade ; it is usually symbolized by

a pair of stones standing upright.

4. Fountains

At the foot of a hill, on the hillside, or in the

forest, the seclusion of the place is sometimes intensified

by a fountain. It takes various forms, such as a spring-

well or a spring surrounded by stones, suggestive of

one found beside a mountain path, or water conveyed

from a hillside by means of bamboo-piping. The

fountain, though lacking in force through the absence

of sufficient pressure, is very valuable as a dynamic

factor in landscape gardening.

5. Wells

Wells are sometimes made for utility, but they are

also sank for purely ornamental purposes. For the

frame, wood is sometimes used, but more often stone.

They vary in shape—some are square ; others are criss-

cross, or igeta ; still others are circular. Over the well

there is a framework for a pulley, on either side of

which hangs a dipper by means of a cord. This kind

of well is called kuru?7ia-ido or " well with a pulley-

wheel." Even in these days this wheel-well is used as

a decorative feature in garden design. As a garden-
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well is for ornament, the washing floor adjoining it is

usually enclosed by a stone curb and filled with pebbles.

ISLANDS

A pond often contains an island, which is in imita-

tion of such a scene in nature. An island has rocks

for its foundation upon which earth is first deposited,

then stones are erected and trees planted. In some

cases a bridge is laid lor passage to the island, but in

others the island is left isolated.

Sometimes a group of stones is laid in the middle

of a pond so as to appear as an island. Such a stone

island, when it is styled Iluraijima, or M the Island of

the Blessed," is shaped like a tortoise, and is decorated

with a pine lor pleasing associations -the tortoise being

HORAIJIMA



the symbol of longevity and the pine of constancy.

Such a construction has no bridge.

BRIDGES

Garden bridges are planned to be ornamental,

besides the practical purpose they have to serve. They

may be built in various ways—bridges made of stones,

worked or unworked, of wood, of earth, and of other

materials, but on this condition, that they must all be

pleasing to the eye. Repetition of the same type of

bridge in a garden is studiously avoided as monotony

is less agreeable than variety. One of the unusual

forms of bridge is that called yatsuhashi, which is built

with eight planks laid zig-zag.

In a stone bridge, a pair of stones, technically

called hashibasami-no-ishi, are erected at both ends to

increase the feeling of strength. Though the number

of these terminal stones is four, it is sometimes reduced

to three or two. For an example, we might refer to

the bridge in the garden of the Jishoji, or Ginkakuji

as the temple is usually named.

When a pond is so spacious as to lend itself to

boating, care is taken to shape a bridge in semicircular

form to permit the passage of a boat under it. The
building of a bridge is avoided immediately in front of

a waterfall. When necessary, the bridge takes the shape

of maruta-bashi, a primitive bridge made of logs laid

side by side ; or stepp ng-stones, called sawatobi, are

placed across the stream for walking over.
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STONES AND TREES

1. Stones

Stones for landscape gardening are chosen accord-

ing to their shape and color, and there is a slight

difference in the standard of selection according to

historic periods. As a general rule, andesite, hornstone,

granite, clay-slate, and chlorite schist of suitable shape

are in tavor.

These stones are installed at points considered im-

portant in the planning of a garden. They are rarely

isolated, being usually in groups of from two to live.

Each group consists of stones of different height and

t on a firm foundation so that it may form a

tional center of the landscape. Lack of stahiln

judged by the eye is considered a weakness, and it is

carefully avoided by garden designers.

£rJsS*
GROUPS OF
GARDEN STONES
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2. Trees

For garden trees both needle-leaved and large-

leaved are in use. Of the former, pines come first in

the list followed by such as akamatsu or " red-pine,"

kuromatsu or " black-pine," and himekomatsu (a kind

of pine). Their use in gardens dates from olden times.

Sugi (Japanese ceder), ibuki (juniper), hinoki {chamae-

cyparis obtusa), sawara (chamaecyparis pisifera), kaya-

(torreya), rakan-maki (podocarpus chinensis), and kbya-

maki (sciadopitys verticillata), all of the needle-leaved

group, are also in general use. Of large-leaved trees,

those with beautifully colored foliage, those blazing

out into dazzling tints in autumn, or those coming into

blooming flower in season are preferred. Mochi {ilex

integra), ?nokkoku (lernstoemia japonica), kashi (oak),

shii (pasania), and inutsuge (ilex crenata var. typica

f. genuina) are the most widely used of the evergreens,

and tsubaki (camelia) and sazanka (a kind of camelia),

of the flowering trees. The favorite deciduous trees

are urrie (a kind of plum) and sakura (cherry). Of the

trees valued for their beautiful autumnal tints yama-

ac

cr^
A

Examples of three-stone arrangement
Vd
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tnomiji (mountain maple) and various kinds of kaede

(maple) are common garden varieties. Zakuro (pome-

ate ) and sarusubcri (crape-myrtle) are admired fol

the fantastic figure of their stems and branches. All

garden trees are carefully trimmed to keep them

in go'>d appearance and shape. Shrubs are sometimes

clipped square or round, but topiaries, so popular in

Europe, aie rarely seen in Japan. This is accounted

for by the fact that it is against Japanese taste to give

shapes, such as a ship or a bird, to shrubs. To the

Japanese mind there is too much artificiality in such

topiaries to please the cultured eye. Natural form has

always been what the Japanese garder*?r has aimed at.

FENCES

Of two kinds are the fences used in gardens those

intended as partitions and fckose intended as m reen>.
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high. Though its chief claim is to screen something

that should not be exposed to view, its adjoining posi-

tion to some important edifice has taxed the ingenuity

of the garden maker to give it a fanciful shape pleas-

ing to the eye. Wood and bamboo (stems, whole or

split, or twigs) are the usual materials used. This form

of fence is artistic enough to constitute an element of

garden ornamentation.

STONE LANTERNS

For the method of lighting a garden, preference

is given to one that is consistent with love of elegance

and faithfulness to nature. The stone lantern has been

in use from early times as the best fitted for the

purpose.

The idea of using the stone lantern in a garden

was first borrowed from the dedication lanterns in old

- I
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fft__f& A STONE LANTERN

4] | I 'f)l _ i. Kurin (Ornamental Top)

* 2. Kasa (Cap)

3. Hibulcuro (Light Chamber) '

"—••">
4 Chudai (Middle Stand)
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temples and shrines by ten-masters in or about the

Momoyama period ior the ornamentation of their tea-

gardens, and there can be no doubt that the stone lan-

early days were actually transferred from

sacred precincts which they originally adorned. The idea

was adopted by main garden designers, and specimens

of various shapes came to be used for garden decora-

tion. The names by which the different patterns are

known today are those of temples and shrines, and

these names show their places of origin. Subsequently,

an increased demand for Btone lanterns for use in land-

scape gardening brought into existence imitations o{

patterns which were most popular and which were

manufactured for commercial purp'

Apart from these stone lanterns of religious origin,

there is another i las.- under which come those origir.

by individuals. Ston< rns oi thi.s class bear the

names of their originators.

As might be gathered from what has already

said, gai interna were originally used for

practical pui nd consequently the height con-

sidered mosl suitable was in early days five 01

A<
« ording to tb of theii use, hi their

two i<> thn they

intended t<> light the footpat (-landing

hilli ide \.\ i tone

lantern aboul one foot u time

.
tin id ed upon thai
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tion from the original object.

From the foregoing it is to be admitted that the

location of a stone lantern should be so selected that

the practical purpose of illumination is really served.

As with a waterfall, the existence of a group of

trees in the neighborhood is essential in imparting a

feeling of depth to the view. To lend at night a ro-

mantic element to an outlook, the trees are arranged

so as slightly to screen the light. This treatment, called

hizawari in the language of landscape gardeners, is

effective, though not essential.

WATER-BASINS

Garden water-basins are of two kinds—either orna-

mental kazari-chbzubachi for the study, or the practical

stone-basin called tsukubai in the tea-garden.

1. Ornamental Water-Basins for the Study

These are placed near the verandah of a building,

usually at the side of an outhouse. Beside the con-

venience a screen-fence called sodegaki, is made to cut

off the unpleasant sight. The water -basin is set as

in the accompanying illustration. Slightly below the

verandah there is built a smaller verandah called the

" wet verandah " from its exposure to the weather.

Below this, and against the basin, is placed a stone

called kagami-ishi, or mizukaeshi. Its use is to prevent

splashes of water from wetting the space below the

verandah. On both sides of the mizukaeshi are laid



two stones, that on the side nearer the convenience

being called seijoseki, or " cleaning stone," and that

on the opposite side mizukumi-ishi or M water-drawing

stone.*' Behind the basin is set a stone with a flat top

which is called mizuage-ishi or " water-bringing stone."

A hollow, protected by clay or concrete, connects these

four stones. In its center a hole is made for drainage,

and over the hole is piled a number of jiebbles. This

is the usual make-up of a garden water-basin. A Stone

lantern stands nearby for illumination. Various things

may serve as water-basins. Sometimes they consiM of

such fanciful objects as discarded tombstones oi

bridgepillar, and today imitations ot these are on the

market

2. Tsukubai

Baaina of this class are set in Eronl oi a tea-house

m a tea-garden. As they air used >ns in a

stooping position, the> are placed low for convenience.

Yaku-ishi, <>r " accompanying stones," are arranged sa

follows : m front, )tnir-ishi on which the person stands ;

on the right, ytatOSftSj on the left, lolwku-tslu.

arranging «>i a hollow for the disposal ot used wn

and the erection <>i i stone lantern tor lighting, sre

Similarly executed as m tlu case of the watn -basin loi
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ORNAMENTAL
WATER-BASINS

l) At Shoren-in, Kyoto Pref.

b) At Teikan-en, Niigata

c) At ShokadS. Kyoto Pref

d) At Jdjuin. Kyoto

p) At Kotdin, Daitokuji, Kyoto

t) At Nanshuji, Sakai

g) At Mr. Shimazu's Garden,

Kagoshima





Stepping stones in a Chion-fn Garden
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surrounded by an irregular group of stones. When it

is used, the person washing stoops over the edge of

the hole. This style was used by Sen-no-Rikyu, the

famous tea-master and designer of -landscape gardens,

in one of the tea-gardens which he designed himself.

It is by no means rare that, as with the study

water-basin, old tombstones, a piece of a stone lantern,

or foundation stones from some ancient building sites

are revived to do new duty as a water-basin. The

user is quite free to choose the material according to

his taste.

GARDEN PATHS

1. Stepping-stones

Tobi-ishi, or stepping-stones laid on a walk in Japa-

nese gardens are of comparatively recent introduction.

They date from the time when the tea ceremony came

into vouge, and are certainly not older than 450 years.

Their usefulness in garden-making was soon recognized,

and stepping-stones came to constitute a feature, not

of the tea-garden only, but also of the walks of the

ordinary garden. As to method of arranging them,

many suggestions were projected by tea-masters and

gardeners of old. The aim is to attain facility for

walking combined with beauty of appearance. Too
many curves are rejected as they are likely to cause

difficulty in walking. It is customary to punctuate the

parting of the ways with a stone somewhat larger than

others. Foundation stones from an old building site
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generally used for the purpose, and ol late their

imitations have been placed on the market in com-

mercial quantities. For purposes of variety, stepping-

stones of different size and oblong-shaped stones, called

n-ishi, are used.

2. Paved Walks

e made <>f stone and die similar in ele-

vation and breadth to - teppi i walk*

ailed ncbedan in garrk nil

ribed as sectional pavements, W hen stosse

the material, the psveme*^ is also railed
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IV. A GUIDE TO FAMOUS
HISTORIC GARDENS

STILL EXISTING

For the information and guidance of those who
desire to inspect some of the famous historic gardens

of Japan, only those which have been comparatively

well preserved in their original forms are selected and

described here. The gardens in this guide are those

constructed during the time extending from the Muro-

machi period down to the Edo period, since in the

gardens belonging to that time are best shown the

characteristics of the Japanese garden, and because to

them in the main may be traced the beginnings of its

modern development.

MUROMACHI GARDENS

1 Tenryuji Garden, Saga, Kyoto

This garden, attributed to Muso Kokushi, has a

pond in the middle, with a fall, a stone bridge, stones

in winter—all illustration characteristics of the period.

2. Saihoji Garden, Matsuo, Kyoto

A " stroll garden " in which the natural features

of the place are made to serve so that the pond appears

to have geographical connection with the mountain in

•
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the background. This garden is famous for the beauty

of its moss.

3. Rokuonji Garden, Kinkakuji, Kyoto

Built by Yoshimitsu, the third of the Ashikaga

Shoguns. The garden has a pond and background of

mountains. The Golden Pavilion is made the host

point of observation. The contemporary characteristics

of that period are in the islands and stone grouping.

4. Jishoji Garden, Ginkakuji, Kyoto

Built by Yoshimasa, the eighth ot the Ashikaga

,uns, in imitation oftheSaihoji Garden. The pond

and the mountain in the background are in beautiful

harmony. It is the best preserved oi the gard

longing tO the same period. Noteworthy are the stone

grouping, stone bridges, and the waterfall.

5. Tojiin Garden, T6ji-in, Kyoto

I >
i 'ln.ilK designed and executed bj Muso" Kokushi;

i ami Very much out oi n

but tii< shape oi the pond and the details oi

i mi.; !« i.iin then oi iginal fbi ro, TTh

noted ioi its design by Yosho

< It.

Joeiji Garden, Miyano-mura, Yoahiki-gun,

Yamaguchi Prefecture

, hi Masshiro,



who is said to have modelled it after the Rokuonji

Garden in Kyoto. Designed and executed by Sesshu,

the famous priest- painter. The garden was originally

attached to a villa, which no longer exists. Both the

pond and the background are in Kyoto style.

7. Mampukuji Garden, Masuda-machi, Mino-gun,

Shimane Prefecture

Attributed to Sesshu. It has a pond and an arti-

ficial hill. Stone grouping is of considerable merit.

8. Ryoanji Garden, Ryoanji, Kyoto

A flat garden, oblong in shape, enclosed by earth-

work walls. Five groups of either two, three or five

stones, totalling fifteen stones in all, are arranged, and

white sand spread over the whole ground. The en-

semble suggests a " tray landscape." Attributed to

Soami.

9. Daisen-in Garden, Daitokuji, Kyoto

A small garden attached to a study. A stream,

a bridge, a waterfall, and a pond—these are all here,

but no water. It may be described as a monochrome

picture with three dimensions—a picture of the Chinese-

school in vogue in the days of Soami, to whose

ingenuity the garden is attributed.

10. Daitokuji Garden, Murasakino, Kyoto

This is situated south of the superior's quarters at
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Pnitokuji ; a flat garden with a pair of stones in a

corner simulating the exit of a waterfall, and white

sand spread all over the ground. Typical of the Zen-

temple gardens of the Muromachi period. The .tradi-

tion of the temple attributes the garden to the priest

Tenyu.

MOMOYAMA GARDENS

1. Chishakuin Garden, Higashiyama, Kyoto

The garden has a pond stretching irom north to

south along the base of Higashiyama, on thl

which it is situated. It is chiefly intended for viewing.

Old types are seen in the stone bridges. Attributed to

;io-Rikyu, the representative master of the

mony in the Momoyama period.

2. Jukoin Garden, Daitokuji, Kyoto

I ).
: ned i & n-no-kil

| to tradition.

An eleganl Hat garden presenting .1 picturesque «

burried in tin- I of this temple

3. Myokian Gardon, Oyamazaki-mura, Kyoto-fu
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4. Jissban Garden, Nanshuji, Sakai, Osaka-fu

Transferred in the Meiji era from another place in

Sakai to the present site. The tea-garden preserves

its original condition. Objects of interest ; a water-

basin in the shape of a kesa (surplice) and a stone

lantern representing " Rokujizo," a guardian deity of

children symbolizing the six states of existence.

5. Nanshuji Garden, Minamihatago-cho,

Sakai, Osaka-fu

The garden belonging to the superior's quarters is

a flat one designed chiefly for viewing. Attributed to

Furuta Oribenosho. The stone and bridge are fine

specimens.

6. Honganji Garden, Nishi Honganji, Kyoto

This typical castle garden was brougnt together

with the building, from Fushimi Castle, in the Edo

period. The garden, which forms a courtyard, is com-

plicated, as it is chiefly designed to please the eye. The

characteristics of the period are plainly shown in the

massive stones that make up the exit of a waterfall and

the large granite bridges. In former days the garden

was planted with a number of sotelsu (cycads). It is

attributed to Asagiri Shimanosuke, a Fushimi gardener,

according to tradition.

7. Tekisuien Garden, Nishi Honganji. Kyoto

This garden was transferred with the Iliunkaku
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Pavilion from the Jurakudai Palace, the handsome

palace of the Taiko. A large granite bridge and the

bold stone grouping on the edge of the pond are

eloquent reminders of the days of the great chieftain.

The stone lanterns and water-basins date back to the

Momoyama period.

8. Entokuin Garden, Higashiyama, Kyoto

A middle-sized garden with a pond as the central

feature. Stones forming the fall exit and the edge of

pond are of great size, as are also those used for the

building of the bridge. There are indications to sup-

port the belief that the garden originally belonged to

Fushimi Castle.

9. Samboin Garden, Daigo, Kyoto

This garden is on the Largest BCale of the Momo-

yama gardens that have been preserved to this (lay. It

I- designed to Ik- Hewed from the adjoining edi

Tlu- pond contain I islands, which arc connt

by various bridges <•! interesting design, wheno

nt view of flu- fall is obtained. Il |>: with-

out equal in the wealth oi tlu- stones used

10. Jojuin Garden, Kiyonn/.u, Kyoto

den i in ti
i

<>i ilu- Kryomisu
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taken advantage of. There is a pond, and the enclo-

sure is marked off by the hedge, the adjoining wood-

land being deftly used to furnish a splendid background.

Objects of interest are : a large water-basin, stone

lanterns, and stepping-stone—relics associated with the

name of Hideyoshi.

EDO GARDENS

1. Garden of the Imperial Palace, Kyoto

Reconstructed after the fire of Ansei (1854-1859)

toward the end of the Edo period. The water is sup-

plied from the River Kamo, and the garden belonging

to Tsune-no-goten is a small one with stream, while

Gogakumonsho is embellished with a large pond. The

space between the pond and the edifice is covered with

white sand. The garden is conspicuous for its dignity

and elegance.

2. Garden of Nijo Detached Palace, Kyoto

Tradition says that this garden, which is said to

be the work of Kobori Enshu, was made when the

Jurakudai Palace of Hideyoshi was transferred here by

leyasu in 1901. It is designed chiefly to appeal to

the eye. Fine stones grouped around a pond are a

notable feature. It has magnificence combined with

strength, both in keeping with substantial castle archi-

tecture.
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3. Garden of Katsura Detached Palace, Kyoto

Attributed to Kobori Enshu. It appears that the

garden came to assume its present condition after repair

during the first half of the 17th century. Natural fea-

tures are entirely absent. The merit of the garden

consists in the application of all the elements of the

gardening technique known in the early years of the

Edo period. There is a typical " stroll garden " with

a path connecting tea-houses, these paths being either

studded with stepping-stones or protected by a pave-

ment Connection with the island is made by boat. In

its excellence of planning the garden may safely be

said to occupy first place among the famous historic

gardens still in existence. To light up the paths, stone

lanterns are used in abundance. Water-basins ;nv of

vmiioufl shapes, hut decoration is variable subordinated

to utility.

4. Garden of Sento Palace, Kyoto

The "stroll garden" oi the Enahfl style is also

attributed to Kobori Knshu, but it seems to helon.

;i later date I '' 6 .ep.u: ued to hi

done to it m the muldle oi the Edo period. Then

5. Garden of Shugakuin Detached Palace, Kyoto

upper, Diiddk and lo



rate gardens. Tradition says that in the making of the

garden the instructions given by the retired Emperor

Gomizunowo were followed throughout. The tea-houses

in the middle and lower sections are very fine, though

small in scale. The upper section, with a large pond

in the center, is designed for a stroll. It has an ex-

quisite outlook because of its situation on the west foot

of Mount Hiei. Many good specimens of stone lanterns

and water-basins are to be found here.

6. East Garden of Daitokuji, Murasakino, Kyoto

This garden, which is oblong in shape, is situated

east of the flat garden belonging to the superior's

quarters already mentioned. It is attributed to Kobori

Enshu. There are a few small stones arranged before

the verandah and with shrubs and a hedge behind. It

is a " borr owed scenery " type in which the pine avenue

on the River Kamo and Mount Hiei in the distance

over the hedge are fancied to represent the pine grove

of Miho and Mount Fuji.

7. East Garden of Shinjuan, Daitokuji, Kyoto

A flat garden similar to No. 6. The stone groups

consisting of seven, five, and three respectively are so

well known that the garden has acquired the fancy

name of Shichi-go-san (Seven-five-three) Garden. It

was constructed probably later than No. 6.
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8. Kohoan Garden, Daitokuji, Kyoto

A flat garden attributed to Kobori Ensha It is

a miniature of the Eight Beauties of Omi to be viewed

from the study, and is graceful and picturesque in

effect. There are a tea-garden and some garden fixtures

of interest. The gate called " Amigasa-mon w
facing

the main temple is well-known. In the graveyard is

the tomb of the designer.

• 9. Ryukoin Garden, Daitokuii. Kvoto

This is also the work of Kobori Knshii. The

garden has an old lantern of Korean make, which is

much prized by garden lovers.

10. Hoshun-in Garden, Daitokuji, Kyoto

The garden in its present state is the one recon-

structed in the later part of the ISth century In the

(Dried pavilion *' Tonko-kaku " and the bridge in

the form of a roofed verandah called

arc to be teen features oi old-time design.

11 Nanzenji Garden, Nanzenji, Kyoto

'1 In:, garden belongs t«> the abbot's highci i

living qi the edil oi purs old

(spanesi tj Is i ailed Shinden tukui i, tb garden
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a " tray landscape " with stones, trees, and white sand

artistically combined.

12. Konchiin Garden, Nanzenji, Kyoto

A flat garden attributed to Kobori Enshu. A
" pond "—a hollow space without water—is made in

front with a pair of stone groups, the one shaped like

a crane and the other like a tortoise, on right and

left respectively. These stone groups are combined

with trees. The representation of nature is much

conventionalized and produces a remarkable artistic

effect. The ground is covered throughout with white

sand.

13. Hompoji Garden, Kamikyo-ku, Kyoto

A flat garden attributed to Hon-ami Koetsu. The

pond is designed after the shape of yatsuhashi or the

eight-planked bridge, and the eight-planked bridge is

conventionalized for romantic effect. A deviation from

the usual practice is seen by including a lawn where

white sand is usually spead.

14. Shosei-en Garden, Kawarashomen Kyoto

Tradition says that this, a stroll garden of the

Enshu style, was constructed by Ishikawa Jozan by order

of Sennyo Shonin. A large pond with its many islands

is a notable feature. There are tea-houses scattered

about the garden. The edifices bear the stamp of the

designer's originality.
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15. Kddaiji Garden, Higashiyama, Kyoto

This garden, said to be the work of Kobori Enshu.

is built on the slope at the foot of Higashiyama. On
the hill are found two tea-houses transferred from

Fushimi Castle of Hideyoshi—" Shigure-tei " and "Ka-

rakasa-tei "—and some other edifices of historic inu

16. Chion-in Garden, Higashiyama, Kyoto

Kobori Enshu is said to be the designer of this

garden at the foot of Higashiyama. A pond adjoins

the building, and the general effect is pronounced a

great success as a scenic garden.

17. Shuon-an Garden, Tanabe-machi, Kyoto-fu

A rock garden with atone arrangement in a small

<• and with a fine outlook towards the north. Ac-

cording to tradition, it is tin- joint production

v.ada Kuoku, Shokado, and Ishikawa Jozan.

18. Ninnaji Garden, Omuro, Kyoto

Tins s< « Ian has I natuial hill as its back-

ground, with I pond and a bridg. houses

"
1 1: M tn n
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19. Manjuin Gard#n, [ol voto
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borate in design, attributed to Kobori Enshu, but with

reserve. It contains some famous water-basins and

stone lanterns.

20. Gyokuhoin Garden, Myoshinji, Kyoto

This consists of two sections, very unconventional

in design. The garden ornaments retain the original

form dating the mid-Edo period.

21. Tokaian Garden, Myoshinji, Kyoto

Built in 1814. The plan used in the execution of

the garden is in the possession of the temple. This

temple has also another flat garden with no decoration

other than white sand spread all over—perhaps the

most primitive type of a flat garden.

22. Reiun-in Garden, Myoshinji, Kyoto

An elegant little garden with a wealth of stones

standing erect and characterized by their remarkable

unity. It is supposed to have been built earlier than

the mid-Edo period.

23. Taizoin Garden, Myoshinji, Kyoto

Kano Motonobu, the well-known master painter,

is said to be the designer of this garden. A dry pond

figures effectively in the landscape. The garden has

undergone some later modification, but it may be pro-

nounced as the finest of the Myoshinji Gardens.
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24. Rikugien, Hongo, Tokyo

This estate was formerly one of the homes of

Yanagisawa Yoshiyasu, one of the feudal lords. The

garden was made in the Genioku era (1688-17 1

and is of the " stroll-garden " type, with a pond as the

center of the composition. From the hill an extensive

view of the garden and the region beyond may be

commanded—a feature characteristic of the garden of

the Edo period.

25. Hama Rikyu Onshi Garden, Tsukiji, Tokyo

formerly Hama Detached Palace Garden)

A BpaClOUfl stroll garden with a tidal pond. The

original was modified at the time of the eleventh Sho-

gun, Tokugawa Eenari In L947 the garden was given

to the City of Tokyo.

26. Shibarikyu Onshi Garden iRakujuen"1

Shiba, Tokyo

formerly the property <>t the [mpi

ehold, but tn to the ( its ol Fbkyo in •

design ••
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HEIAN PERIOD (794-1186)

A typical garden showing the Shinden style of archi

Ruins of a Shinden-style garden at Mo-o-tsuji. Hiraizumi
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MUROMACHI PERIOD (1392-1568)

-^r"

f -
.

Garden of Kinkakuji (Golden Pavilion), Kyoto (See p. 44)

Garden of Ginkakuji (Silver Pavilion), Kyoto (See p. 44)



MUROMACHI PERIOD
i
1392— 1568)

: Lenryujt, K\o;i> i Sec p. 43
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MUROMACHI PERIOD (1392—1568)

Garden of Mampukuji, Masuda, Shimane Pref. (See p. 45)

Garden of Daisen-in, Daitokuji, Kyoto (See p. 45)



MUROMACHI PERIOD
( 1392 -1568

Garden of Ryoanji,

Kyoto, showing an

arrangement with

rocks and sand

(See p 45)



MOMOYAMA PERIOD (1568—1603

Garden of Samboin, Daigo, Kyoto (See p. 48)

Garden of Nishi Honganji, Kvoto (See p. 47)



MOMOYAMA PERIOD ^1568— 1603)

T« i Garden of KSdaiji, Kyoto 'See p S4^



EDO PERIOD ( 1603—1867

«.**•.

Garden of Imperial palace, Kyoto (See p. 49)

Garden of Nijo Castle, Kyoto (See p. 49)



EDO PERIOD (1603—1867)

Garden of Nanzenji Kyoto "Sec- p. 52)

'



EDO PERIOD (1603—1867)

Garden of Shisendo in K\

Garden of Manjuin, Kyoto (See p. 54)



EDO PERIOD ^ 1603— 1867)

irk, Tak.im.itsi! i Sec p. 5«s
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It is a " stroll garden " in which the natural features

of the land are used to advantage. The water for the

pond is drawn from the River Edo, which was formerly

the source of Edo's water-supply. The garden belongs

to the early years of the Edo period, and the peed

interest in things Chinese taken by Tokugawa Mitsu-

kuni, one of the most, illustrious of the Tokugawa

Family of Mito, had its influence in the design of the

garden, in which, as is well known, Shu Shun Sui,

the learned refugee from China under Mitsukuni's

patronage, also participated.

28. Mr. Ozaki's Garden, Uno-mura, Tohaku-gun,

Tottori Prefecture

This garden has for its center a pond which extends

from the east side of the parlor to its south. The

background is furnished by a pine grove on an eleva-

tion outside the garden. The rockeries forming the

exit of a waterfall, a stone island called " the Island of

the Blessed/' and the shore of the pond are well laid

out. The sotetsu (cycad) is used as the principal

botanical feature. All these are characteristic of land-

scape gardens in the early Edo period and serve as an

index of the progress then made in the district in the

art of garden planning.

29. Seishuen, or Suizenji Garden,

Kumamoto, Kyushu

The site of the garden was foimerly occupied by
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one of the mansions of the Hosokawa, the daimyn family

of Kumamoto. The garden is of the " stroll garden "

type with a pond as the main feature, on the west of

which is a miniature Fuji. Connection with the island

in the pond is effected, not by a bridge as is usual,

but by stepping-stones laid in the clear water.

30. Shukukeien Garden, Hiroshima

This is the country seat of Marquis Asano of the

family which held Hiroshima as its fief. The mansion

is also known by the name of " Sentei." The garden

is of the "stroll-garden" pattern, the chief feature be-

ing a pond containing islands of various size connected

by bridges in Chinese style. The garden was destroyed

by bombs in 1945, but was reconstructed soon after

the war.

31. Taimaji Naka-no-bo Garden, Taima-mura,

Nara Prefecture

The garden, belonging to the early period of Edo,

ja attributed to Katagiri SekiahQ, the tea-mastei rhe

fmmOUl i ll U Oil the mountain

e pond There ii also the tea house attributed

to thr '.line .!<>!. ;ncl

32 Ritaurin Park, Takamatau, Shikoku

n, built b) Mat u«



daira Yorishige, one of the lords of Takamatsu, in the

last quarter of the 17th century, is of rare beauty, quite

exhilarating in effect. The garden is gjeatly set off

by a section of the woodland of pine trees, which forms

its background.

33. Korakuen Garden, Okayama

This extensive " stroll garden," with a central

pond, was built by one of the Okayama daimybs in the

second half of the 18th century. Okayama Castle forms

a fine background. There are some noteworthy features

in the details. (Main buildings were almost destroyed

in the Pacific war, but the lovely garden remained

with little damage.)

34. Kenrokuen Garden, Kanazawa

It is probable that the garden was reconstructed

in the late Edo period. This garden, when combined

with the building which is now lost, must have made

up a harmonious whole, though in its present state of

isolation it gives the impression of lacking in unity.

At present the garden has two ponds on different levels,

the two being connected by stream and cascade. Scenic

effect seems to have been the main point of consideration.

35. Nanko Park, Shirakawa-machi,

Fukushima Prefecture

This is one of the oldest parks in Japan. It was
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built by Matsudaira Sadanobu, the Lord of Shirakawa,

in the first quarter of the 19th century, for the health

and pleasure of the local inhabitants. Originally, the

place was a reservoir for irrigation, but laid out later

as a recreation ground. The park is a monument of

the advanced ideas by which the famous statesman was

animated.

36. Kairakuen Park, Mito

This is another pioneer park constructed by Toku-

gawa Nariaki, Lord of Mito, in the second quarter of

the 19th century. The garden is so designed as to

show its fine prospect to the best advantage. It is

abundantly planted with plum trees which, though

originally intended for fruit to be used as provisions

in wartime, now attract, when in blossom, crowds of

holiday-makers from the towns.

V PRINCIPAL GARDENS IN JAPAN
i Listed iccording KO ^listr

TOKYO CITY
NAMI n I

/

Akasaka Goiho Garden Akasaka, Msnato-ku

Shibankyu Onahl Garden Hamazaki-cho, Minato-ku

( Rakujuen i

s!u!m Detached

I'alac c ( ,a

TSkaiJl Carden uagawa, M
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Hamarikyu Onshi Garden
(Formerly Hama Detached

Palace Garden)

Korakuen Park

Rikugien Park

Chinzanso Garden

Dempoin Garden
Kiyosumien Park

Tsukiji, Chuo-ku

Koishikawa-machi, Bunkyo-ku

Kixoirujirnae-rnachi, Bunkyo-ku

Sekiguchidai-machi, Bunkyo-ku

Asakusa-kden, Daito-ku

Kiyosumi-cho, Kot-dku

SAITAMA PREFECTURE

Heirinji Carden Owada-machi

KYOTO PREFECTURE

KYOTO CITY

Kyoto Imperial Palace Garden
SentS Palace Garden
Mr. Kujo's Garden
Daitokuji Garden
Shinjuan Garden
Daisen-in Garden
Kohoan Garden
Kotoin Garden
Gyokurin-in Garden
JukSin Garden
RyukSin Garden
Hoshun-in Garden
Rokuonji (Gold Pavilion)

Garden

T5jiin Garden
Homp5ji Garden
Urasenge (Konnichian) Tea

Garden
Mushanokojisenge < Kankyu-

an) Tea Garden

Shokokuji Kaizando Garden

Shugakuin Detached Palace

Jishoji (Silver Pavilion) Garden

Gyoennai, Kamikyo-ku

v

Murasakino, Kamiky5-ku

Kinkakuji, Kamikyo-ku

Tojinnishi-machi, Kamikyo-ku

Teranouchi, Kamikyo-ku

v

Mushanokoji, Kamikyo-ku

Shokokujimonzen-cho, Kamikyo-ku

Shugakuin-machi, Sakyo-ku

Ginkakuji, Sakyo-ku
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Murin-an Garden
Nanzenji Hojo Garden
Nanzen-in Garden
Konchiin Garden
Shisendo Garden
Manjuin Garden

Seifu-so Garden
Katsura Detached Palace

Garden
Osawa Pond
Tenryuji Garden
Saihoji Garden
Ninnaji Garden
MySshinji Garden
Gyokuhoin Garden

Tokaian Garden
Reiun-in Garden
Taizoin Garden

Keishun-in Garden

Zakkein Garden
Ry5anji Garden

Shinaen-en Garden

Nijo Castle Ninomaru Garden

Honganji Daishoin Garden

Tekiiuien Garden

Shosei-en Garden

Chion-in Garden
Chishakuin Garden

Myohoin Garden
Kiyomizudera Jojuin Garden

Shoron-in Garden

Entokuin Garden

Kodalji Garden

Dalgojl Sambom Garden

ByodSIn Garden

Nanzenji, Sakyo-ku

Ichijoji, Sakyo-ku

Higashiimadegawa, Sakyo-ku

Katsurashimizu-cho, Ukyo-ku

Saga, Ukyo-ku

f

Matsuo, Ukyo-ku

Omuro, Ukyo-ku

Hanazono, Ukyo-ku

9

f

f

f

9

9

Ryoanji-goryoshitano-machi,

Ukyo-ku

Shinscn-cn-cho, Nakagyo-ku

Nijohorikawa, Nakagyo-ku

Honganji monzen-cho, Shimogyo-

ku

Kawarashomen, Shimogyo-ku

ihi-chd, Higashiyam»-ku

I QfMhioji-shichijd, Higashiyaraa-

ln
9

Kivi'ini/u, I h>;.islnv.un.i-ku

Awatta.muhi. I li,«.ishi>Min.»ku
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Myokian Garden Oyamazaki-machi, Kyoto Pref.

Syuon-an Hojo Garden Tanabe-machi, Kyoto pref.

Shokado Garden Yawata-macbi, Kyoto pref.

OSAKA PREFECTURE

OSAKA CITY

Honganji Tsumurabetsuin Hon-machi, Higashi-ku

Garden
Mr. Konoike's Garden Kawaraya-machi, Higashi-ku

Gansenji Garden Kamome-machi, Naniwa-ku

Honganji Naniwabetsoin Kyutaro-machi, Kita-ku

Garden
Nanshuji Garden Sakai City

Shounji Garden /

IWATE PREFECTURE

Mo-o-tsuji Garden Nishiiwai-gun, Hiraizumi

YAMAGATA PREFECTURE

Mr. Homma's Garden Sakata City

MIYAGI PREFECTURE

Yubikan Garden Iwadeyama-machi

FUKUSHIMA PREFECTURE

Nanko Park Shirakawa-machi

Mr. Matsudaira's Garden Wakamatsu City

IBARAGI PREFECTURE

Kairakuen Park Mito City

SeizansS Gaden Honda City

TOCHIGI PREFECTURE

Rinnoji Gaden Nikko-machi
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KANAGAWA PREFECTURE
Kenchoji Garden

Engakuji Garden
Zuisenji Garden

Kamakura
#

9

NIIGATA PREFECTURE

Shimizuen Garden
Teikan-en Garden
Mr. Watanabe's Garden

Shibata City

/

Sekiya-machi, Iwafune-gun

ISHIKAWA PREFECTURE
Kenrokuen Garden

Seisenkaku Garden
Nayadera Kuri Garden

Kanazawa City

Nayamura, Enuma-gun

FUKUI PREFECTURE
Seifukuji Shoin Garden Tsuruga Gty
Ryukokuji Garden Mikuni-machi, Sakai-gun

Genseiin Garden HeisL-nji-mura, Ono-gun

Mantokuji Garden Onyu-mura, Onyu-gun

Mr. Ito'i Garden Takura-inura, Nanjo-gun

Mr. Shibata's Garden Kurino-mura, Tsuruga-gun

YAMANASHI PREFECTURE
Erinji Garden Matsuzatoinur*. Higashivima

naslu-gun

TokSji Garden Satogaki-mura, Nishiyamanasht-

SHIZUOKA PREFECTURE
Saiokuji Garden Shfanofcl QC]

Rinxalji Garden '

Seikenjl Garden < >Lirsu-rn*chi

Ryutanjl Garden linuya-iiiura. Inaia-guo

AICHI PREFECTURE



Myogonji Garden Toyokawa-machi

GIFU PREFECTURE

Daioji Garden Takayama City

Zenshoji Gaden Hagiwara-machi

MIE PREFECTURE

Mr. Kitabatake's Garden Take-mura, Isshi-gun

SHIGA PREFECTURE

Enman-in Garden Otsu City

Kojoin Garden 9

Zempoji Garden 9

Daitsuji Ganzanken & Rantei Nagahama City

Gardens

Genkyuen & Rakurakuen Hikone City

Garden
Mr. Isome's Garden Katada-machi

Zyoshinji Garden Kinomoto-mura, Io-gun

Seiganji Garden Maibara-machi, Sakata-gun

Konomiyajinja Garden Taga-mura, Inugai-gun

Raigoji Garden Sakamoto-mura, Shiga-gun

NARA PREFECTURE

Taimaji Nakanobo Garden Taima-mura, Kitakatsushiro-gnn

Jikoin Garden Katagiri-mura, Ikoma-gun

WAKAYAMA PREFECTURE

Tentokuin Garden Koya-machi

Fumon-in Garden 9

Sh5joshin-in Garden 9

Tanjoin Garden 9

TOTTORI PREFECTURE

Kannon-in Garden Tottori City

Kozenji Garden o
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Mr. Ozaki's Garden Uno-mura, Tohaku-gun

SHIMANE PREFECTURE

Mr. Senge's Garden Taisha-machi

Sugataan Garden Kawazu-mura, Yatsuka-gun

Mampukuji Garden Masuda-machi, Minogun
Ikoji Garden 9

Renjoin Garden & KomondS Ugasho-mura, Nogi-gun

Tea Garden
Gakubuchi-dara Garden Wanibuchi-mura, Hinokawa-gun

Zenshin-in Garden 9

OKAYAMA PREFECTURE

Korakuen Garden Okayama City

HIROSHIMA PREFECTURE

Shukukeien Garden Hiroshima City

YAMAGUCHI PREFECTURE

Joeiji Garden Miyano-mura, Yoshiki-gun

KAGAWA PREFECTURE

Ritsurin Park TakamMM. C its

KOCHI PREFECTURE

Seigenji Garden Sakawa-rruclu

Jbdaiji Garden '

Chikurinji Garden iaisan-mura. Nagaok* £\n\

TOKUSHIMA PREFECTURE

S»n«hukaku Garden .Iuum < ItJ

FUKUOKA PREFECTUHK

I tofclM Qm IlikaMO-ttora, BgflNtag

Seliutji Hombo Garden ll.tfAjhiyamamura. Santo gun



Mr. Tachibana's Garden

Mr. Tojima's Garden

Yanagawa-machi

t/

KUMAMOTO PREFECTURE

Suizenji Seishuen Garden Kumamoto City

MIYAZAKI PREFECTURE

MySkokuji Garden
Mr. Hashiguchi's Garden
Mr. Teraoka's Garden

Hosojima-machi

Mimitsu-machi

Obi-machi

KAGOSHIMA PREFECTURE

Mr. Hirayama's Garden

Mr. Miyagahara's Garden

Sengen-en Garden
Mr. Kawamura's Garden
Mr. Hirayama's Garden
Mr. Mori's Garden

Shibushi-machi

v

Yoshino-mura, Kagoshima-gun

Kaseda-machi

Chiran-machi

INDEX
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Furuhata Oribenosh5 .... 47 I

garden-making, The art of, The

progress of 11 ,

Ginkakuji (Silver Pavilion) . . 15

granite 34 !

Gyokuhoin Temple 55

Hama Detached Palace ... 56

hashibasami-ao-i shi 33

hill garden 21

Hira-niwa (flat garden) ....
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